A Unique Experience in a unique spot of
Istanbul...
The Grand Tarabya
The Grand Tarabya, one of the very first five star hotels of Turkey; a true landmark of genuine
traditional Turkish hospitality; a National Heritage is now welcoming its guests in all its glamour
and elegance….
Being one of the very first 5-star luxury hotels in Istanbul, The Grand Tarabya has hosted
generations with the highest quality and has been a landmark of the area. With all its glory and
glamour, The Grand Tarabya is now entirely rebuilt by modernizing its tradition and enduring its
very special place in the hearts and minds as one of best hotels in Istanbul. 12 floors of luxury and
elegance... The spacious and tastefully decorated hotel has 168 deluxe guest rooms, 79 suites, 1
presidential suite, 30 fully serviced exclusive apartments designed to cater to the needs of guests
requiring the highest level of service and comfort. The Grand Tarabya is also the place-to-be for
long-term stays. With 30 fully serviced luxury apartments, our guests are invited to a unique
lifestyle experience. The Grand Tarabya Service Apartments are ready to welcome those who
desire a five-star life in exclusively designed spaces with the highest service standards. Panoramic
views filling your apartment from floor to ceiling windows will take your breath away, while you are
enjoying the exquisite comfort and luxury.

RESTAURANTS & BARS
Few cities have as many world-class restaurants combining old and new and east and west as
Istanbul. The Grand Tarabya restaurants and bars are desinged to suit every taste presenting you
with the finest dishes in a comfortable and distinguished setting. Each outlet has spectacular
views of Bosphorus, Tarabya Bay and the Marina that you will enjoy while experiencing
wonderful flavours.
The Brasserie Restaurant, the perfect venue to start your day in an energetic way offers
open buffet breakfast, a la carte lunch menu in international cuisines and also it is an ideal
venue for long sunday brunches indoor or with and outdoor terrace option. Our fine dining
seafood restaurant Limani where you can enjoy the traditional Turkish hospitality emphasizes
on fresh seafood, delicious local specialities, spices and herbs. R.E.A.D. Cafe & Bakery
which is formed from the initials of Recharge, Eat & Drink is heaven for self – indulgence in
the most exquisite cakes and patisseries you will ever feast your eyes upon. Overlooking the
Bosphorus and Tarabya Bay Marina and featuring an international selection of wines,
champagnes, sprits and snack menu, Diba Bar is the perfect spot to unwind after a long and
hard day. A unique lounge, The T Lounge that brings memories of old times and the glamour
of The Grand Tarabya in the 60’s back. This main lobby lounge is famous for its traditional
afternoon high teas accompanied by piano, harp and violin.

THERAPIA SPA

The 4500 square-meter luxury Therapia Spa at The Grand Tarabya is the perfect escape from the
hard-earned tensions and stresses. With most exclusive therapies and treatments and encased in
floor-to-ceiling windows with spectacular views of the magnificent Bosphorus, the natural daylight
of the Therapia Spa will complete your vacation for the body and soul. From centuries old spa
rituals from all around the world to infamous hammams, and pampering holistic treatments will
bring you serenity and pleasure. The brilliant combination of Therapia Spa with the fully equipped
state-of-the-art fitness centre is brought together for the entire well-being experience you desire to
get. The hotel’s SPA area will provide you endless relaxations during mental vacation, while the
active area will revitalize you and wake all your senses.
The outdoor swimming pool with filtered sea water and floor-heating has a comfort you will never
want to leave. 4 traditional Turkish hammams and private hammams for couples are just a few of
luxury experiences of Therapia Spa. 2 private SPA Suites with Bosphorus views, 2 private locker
rooms, saunas, special care rooms for couples, 14 different massage rooms, amphibia and
affusion therapia rooms and bridal care rooms have been designed with the purpose of offering
guests all manner of luxury. Moreover, underwater therapia bath-tubs which have air recliner and
body gels, a modern fitness center, class and pilates studio equipped with high technology cardio
and fitness equipments, 3 saunas, 3 steam rooms, 7 changing rooms, 4 lounge areas, a sand
therapia room, an ice gretto and 4 rainbow showers have been prepared for pampering yourself.
One of the most popular programs is to enjoy a ladies’ day at the spa; a hammam party with fresh
fruts and music and a day full of pampering. Brides also prefer this before their big day to celebrate
and prepare for their wedding.
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